Abstract—User-centric power management in smartphones aims to conserve power without affecting user's perceived quality of experience. Most existing works focus on periodically updated applications such as games and video players and use a fixed frame rate, measured in frame per second (FPS), as the metric to quantify the display quality of service (QoS). The idea is to adjust the CPU/GPU frequency just enough to maintain the frame rate at a user satisfactory level. However, when applied to aperiodically-updated interactive applications, e.g. Facebook or Instagram, that draw the frame buffer at a varying rate in response to user inputs, such a power management strategy becomes too conservative. Based on real user experiments, we observe that users can tolerate a certain percentage of frame drops when running aperiodically updated applications without affecting their perceived display quality. Hence, we introduce a new metric to characterize display quality of service, called the frame drawn ratio (FDR), and propose a new CPU/GPU frequency governor based on the FDR metric. The experiments by real users show that the proposed governor can conserve $17.2\%$ power in average when compared to the default governor, while maintaining the same or even better QoE rating.
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I. INTRODUCTION

User-centric power management for smartphones, which takes user experiences into account while trading off system performance and power, has attracted much attention recently [1]–[7]. Majority of those works focus on the display quality and use frame rate, which is measured in frame per second (FPS), as the metric for user quality of experiences (QoE). Most previous works on user QoE-aware power management considered periodically updated applications [4], which continuously draw and update the frame buffer at fixed rate, such as gaming and video streaming applications. However, many applications, such as Facebook and Instagram, are aperiodically updated [4] which render the frames in response to user inputs. The target QoE is no longer a fixed frame rate. On the other hand, if we observe user behaviors more closely, we can see that most users can tolerate some frame drops without affecting their perception of the visual quality, when performing activities such as scrolling or clicking. Thus, CPU/GPU frequency scheduling should consider not only how many frames are to be drawn, but also how many may be dropped. We propose in this paper a new QoE metric for power management on smartphones for interactive applications, which is called Frame Drawn Ratio (FDR). A user satisfaction-aware dynamic frequency governor, called FDR CPU-GPU governor, for interactive applications is also presented. The governor takes account of heterogeneous multicores. The proposed governor was implemented and real users were asked to use the smartphone and evaluate the new governor. Experimental results show that comparing to the default governor on Android, the FDR governor can improve power consumption by $17.13\%$ on average, while maintaining the same or even better QoE rating. We have conducted an experiment with $14$ real users for two weeks and asked their experiences in using Facebook and Instagram on smartphones under varying frame drops. We have developed a data collection service on Android 6.0.1 which would randomly choose and fix a CPU/GPU frequency to run the applications and record the amount frames drawn and dropped per unit time. When the user left the application, our service would pop up a questionnaire randomly to ask for user satisfaction, which is divided into five scales: “Excellent”, “Good”, “Fair”, “Poor”, and “Bad”. Participants normally needed to fill out 8 questionnaires per day in average, with 1 to 3 questionnaires per hour. The experiment was designed based on a method called Experience Sampling Method (ESM) outlined in [8]–[10]. Table I shows the results of our experiment. The fractions indicate the average fractions of frames that were dropped per unit time when the user gave the corresponding satisfaction score. The number inside the parentheses show the amount of questionnaires generating that fraction. From the table, one can observe that perceived display quality is very user-dependent, but in general all users can tolerate a certain percentage of frame dropping without noticing a degradation in display quality. Based on these observations, we have proposed a novel QoS metric for power management on smartphones for aperiodically-updated interactive applications and the corresponding user satisfaction-aware dynamic frequency governor considering heterogeneous multicores.

II. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we will describe the FDR metric and present the FDR CPU/GPU frequency governor.
### A. FDR Metric

The FDR metric, which is the ratio of number of frames actually drawn into the frame buffer and number of frames scheduled to be drawn per unit time, is defined as follows.

\[ FDR = a/(a + b), \tag{1} \]

where \( a \) is the number of frames that are actually drawn at a given interval, \( b \) is the number of frames dropped during that interval, and thus \( a + b \) is the number of frames that the application is intended to draw in the given interval. FDR is a value between 0 and 1. The higher the ratio, the fewer number of frames are dropped.

The FDR value that satisfies the participants can be calculated as follows.

\[ FDR_{good} = \sum_i FDR_{good,i} / \sum_i QT_{good,i}, \tag{2} \]

where \( FDR_{good,i} \) is the \( i^{th} \) participant’s FDR value under the “Good” score and \( QT_{good,i} \) is the number of questionnaires that the \( i^{th} \) participant gave that score. The result shows that the participants consider the display quality as “Good” if FDR is above 0.73. Therefore, we use \( FDR_{good} = 0.73 \) as the optimization target for the FDR CPU/GPU frequency governor.

### B. FDR Frequency Governor

The basic idea of the FDR CPU/GPU frequency governor is to set the frequencies of CPU and GPU based on the FDR metric, \( FDR_{good} \). Since most smartphones have multiple heterogeneous CPU cores, e.g. big and little cores, our governor should also take this factor into account.

The proposed governor, described in Algorithm 1, consists of two parts: achieving \( FDR_{good} \) (Line 3 to Line 27 in Algorithm 1) and maintaining \( FDR_{good} \) (Line 29 to Line 40 in Algorithm 1).

1) Achieving \( FDR_{good} \): In the CPU cost part, we have to consider both the little core and the big core capability, because the contribution of the little core and the big core to the CPU cost is not equal, even when they are at the same frequency level. Thus, we need to know the performance difference between the little core and the big core caused by the frequency. Geekbench [11], which is the processor performance measurement benchmark, is used to measure the little core and the big core processor performance scores. The score is calculated based on processor computation capability and pre-defined computation capability score. Thus, the score can represent the performance. We have measured the little core and the big core performance at three frequency levels; lowest, medium, and highest and used weka [12], a data mining tool with a collection of machine learning algorithm, to build a performance score regression model for big/little core based on frequency. The polynomial regression model is used because of the lowest error rate. Based on the performance score model, we could know the little core and the big core performance score for the unit of frequency and find that the performance difference between them is 1.5. After evaluating the CPU cost contributed by the little core and the big core, the respective core frequencies are selected.

2) Maintaining \( FDR_{good} \): When the \( FDR_{good} \) is achieved, it does not imply that the chosen CPU/GPU frequency is the best, because CPU/GPU utilization may be too low and are not fully utilized. Actually, we can save more power by using a higher CPU/GPU utilization and lower CPU/GPU frequency [1], [13], [14]. The work in [15] proposed an adaptive on-line CPU-GPU DVFS algorithm for 3D gaming applications that tried to maintain FPS at a user satisfactory level. They determined whether the current state was CPU or GPU dominant. If it was CPU dominant, when the CPU utilization exceeded 80\%, the FPS was determined by the CPU. The algorithm tried to scale up the CPU frequency to meet FPS requirement. At the same time, the GPU frequency was scaled down to meet the target utilization (80\%) to save more energy. Besides, the coefficient of correlation between CPU/GPU frequency and utilization, and the coefficient of correlation between CPU/GPU frequency and FPS were used to select the appropriate CPU/GPU frequency that was sufficient to achieve the target FPS. In our FDR-based algorithm, we have adopted the algorithm in [15] to meet the target CPU/GPU utilization to shorten CPU/GPU idle time.

### III. Evaluation

#### A. Experiment Setup

FDR CPU/GPU governor is implemented on Samsung Galaxy S7 to evaluate the power efficiency and user satisfaction. We have also compared it to the default governor. The default independent CPU and GPU governors of S7 are Interactive [16] and OnDemand [16] governor respectively. Both governors make DVFS decision based only on CPU and GPU utilization. We have also compared proposed governor to \( FPS_{30} \) and \( FPS_{60} \) CPU/GPU governors [1], which try to maintain the FPS at 30 and 60 respectively. Facebook and Instagram, which are the two most popular social networking APPs, are used for experiments. A power monitor from Monsoon [17] is used to measure the power consumption of the smartphone.
Algorithm 1 FDR CPU/GPU frequency governor

Require: $FDR$: frame drawn rate $FDR_{good}$: FDR value with good QoE $U_C$ ($U_G$): FPS(GPU) utilization $F_{BC}$ ($F_{LC}$) CPU big (little) core frequency $F_{G}$ = GPU frequency $α_LC = \Delta F_{LC}/\Delta U_C$ $α_BG = \Delta F_{BC}/\Delta U_C$ $α_HG = \Delta F_{FG}/\Delta U_G$

Ensure: Finding lowest CPU/GPU frequency that maintains FDR.

1. for every epoch do
2. Achieving the target FDR, $FDR_{good}$
3. if $FDR \neq FDR_{good}$ then
4. $\text{OpCost} = U_C \times F_{LC} + U_G \times F_{BG} \times 1.5$
5. $\text{OpCost} = U_G \times F_{FG}$
6. if $\alpha \equiv 0$ then
7. Choose the lowest CPU/GPU frequency
8. else
9. PC = $\text{OpCost}/U_C$, PG = $\text{OpCost}/U_G$
10. TargetFrameRate = $a \cdot b \times FDR_{accept}$
11. TargetFrameCost = PC $\times$ TargetFrameRate
12. TargetFrameCost $= PG \times TargetFrameRate$
13. Choose the lowest CPU frequency, $F_{BC}$, such that
14. $F_{BC} \times U_G \geq \text{TargetFrameCost}$
15. LittleCoreMaxCost $= \min \{\text{PC, TargetFrameCost} \}$
16. if LittleCoreMaxCost $\geq \text{TargetFrameCost}$ then
17. Choose the lowest little core frequency, $F_{LC}$, such that
18. $F_{LC} \times U_C \geq \text{TargetFrameCost}$
19. $F_{LC} = F_{LC}^*$
20. $F_{BC} = \text{LittleCoreMaxCost}$
21. else
22. Choose the lowest big core frequency, $F_{BG}$, such that
23. $F_{BG} \times U_C \times 1.5 \geq \text{TargetFrameCost} - \text{LittleCoreMaxCost}$
24. $F_{LC} = \text{LittleCoreMaxCost}$
25. $F_{BG} = F_{BG}^*$
26. end if
27. end if
28. end if
29. end for
30. if $U_C \leq 80\%$ then
31. $F_{LC} = (U_C - 80\%) \times α_LC + F_{LC}^*$
32. $F_{BC} = (U_C - 80\%) \times α_BG + F_{BG}^*$
33. $F_{LC} = F_{LC}$
34. $F_{BC} = F_{BC}$
35. end if
36. if $U_G \leq 80\%$ then
37. $F_{FG} = (U_G - 80\%) \times α_HG + F_{FG}^*$
38. $F_{FG} = F_{FG}$
39. end if
40. end if
41. end for

In this experiment, the 12 participants evaluate and rate their satisfaction levels for their experiences in using we recruited 12 participants to evaluate and rate their satisfaction levels in their daily lives using Facebook and Instagram under the four governors: FDR, Default, $FPS_{30}$, and $FPS_{60}$.

B. Evaluation Results

1) Power consumption: Figure 1 illustrates the comparison of normalized power consumption for each governor across different applications. The power consumption value is normalized to $FPS_{60}$ governor because it consumes the largest power. The orange bar is the normalized power consumption of FDR governor and it consumes less power compare to other governors on both Facebook and Instagram. For Facebook, compare to Default, $FPS_{30}$, and $FPS_{60}$, FDR governor saves average 15.88%, 22.16%, and 42.21% respectively. For Instagram, compare to Default, $FPS_{30}$, and $FPS_{60}$, FDR governor saves 18.39%, 35.00%, and 51.82% respectively. On average across Facebook and Instagram, our FDR governor can improve 17.13% energy efficiency against Default governor. We also show the problem mentioned earlier that if we employ FPS governors, which use FPS as QoE metric, for power management on aperiodic-update applications, it would cause a waste of power. The FDR governor can improve average 25.58% and 47.01% power efficiency compare to $FPS_{30}$ and $FPS_{60}$, respectively.

2) User satisfaction: Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the 12 participants’ QoE rating for each governor while using Facebook and Instagram. The results indicate that all of the participants gave positive QoE rating (above 4) to the FDR governor, which represents good. None of the participants felt poor or bad with the performance provided by FDR governor.
2.52 for $FPS_{30}$ governor, and 4.08 for $FPS_{60}$ governor. $FPS_{60}$ governor received the highest QoE rating because it tried to meet 60 FPS QoE requirements and always set CPU/GPU frequency at highest level, but it was not energy efficient. Compared to the $FPS_{60}$ governor, the proposed FDR governor consumed less power by 47.01% while all the participants also felt satisfied with it.
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Fig. 4. Average QoE rating across 12 participants for each governor.

The experimental result of power efficiency and user’s QoE show that the proposed FDR governor could achieve 17.13% power improvement on average against Default governor without sacrificing the user experience.

3) **FDR governor overhead:** Figure 5 shows the overhead of FDR governor each times while using Facebook. We measure CPU utilization occupied by FDR governor, which is calculated by the ratio of busy time taken by FDR governor over CPU total time, to represent the computation overhead of the FDR governor. The overhead consists of three parts. 1) Detect the current use of application is Facebook or Instagram. 2) Access the required input information. 3) Estimate the desired CPU/GPU frequency and set frequency. Over all, the computation overhead of our approach is 2.25% on average.
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Fig. 5. The FDR governor overhead while using Facebook.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

In this paper, we propose a new metric, called FDR, to characterize user perceived display quality for aperiodically-updated interactive applications. The proposed FDR CPU/GPU frequency governor is compared with Default on power consumption. We also ask real users to use the smartphone and evaluate the proposed FDR governor by rating their satisfaction with the display quality, which show that the proposed FDR governor can improve 17.13% power consumption on average against the Default governor. We also show that employing FPS as the metric for power management on aperiodically updated application would cause energy inefficiency. The proposed FDR governor could save 28.58% and 47.01% power on average when compared with the $FPS_{30}$ and $FPS_{60}$ governors respectively.
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